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The plot of Broly Second Coming, which once again includes the typical fan-favorite scenes of a wild-
goose chase through space as Gohan tries to collect the Dragon Balls, is pretty generic, if completely
predictable. There are no plot twists or drastic changeups, just Goku and friends manhandling some
new characters as they travel through space. This is the last time that Goku appears without his face
hidden by a mask; that pattern is abandoned for the rest of the franchise, as evidenced by the look
on Goku's face in the very first scene of the following film. Krillin is the primary focus of Bio-Broly -
the schmendrick of the entire franchise, from the time he first showed up in the very first movie. This
time, he doesnt have his wife Videl; instead, heís the only married couple on the team. His absence
at that point is fine, although Gokus only appearance makes his final scene in the film more
remarkable because its earlier than any scene with him in any other film. Sadly, that farewell scene
also marks the last appearance of the near-innocuous Krillin - who Ive grown to really like, because
he avoids the worst of the fan drama by not being a fan favorite - until his relatively brief cameo in
Dragon Ball Zs 20th anniversary film Rebirth. The lame story, flat animation, obnoxious
performances, and generally awful quality make Broly - Second Coming and Bio-Broly two great
excuses to put this film out of our minds. If you were a kid in the 90s, you probably remember this
garbage, and if you really liked it, you might have bought it on VHS or DVD. But since that time
period, Dragon Ball has been on Cartoon Network and Netflix, so this is the last reminder of it.
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